EIT Climate-KIC Young Innovators 2020 Cyprus

#SystemTakeOver: Systems innovation for 12-18yo
An Innovative ESD pilot for schools

“A programme that brings participatory approaches and systems mapping at the heart of problem solving!”

21 Teachers attended "Teacher training" from sciences, arts and humanities.

2 Public and 3 Private schools agreed on pilot implementation.

121 students participated in school implementations and the Young Climathon Hack events.

Engaged with 2 local authorities and 4 companies as challenge owners and stakeholders.

2021 kicks off with Young Changemakers and the 2nd iteration of Young Innovators.
Join us in empowering the next generation of changemakers with the skills needed to lead systemic innovation!

www.yicy2020-ck.cyprusinteractionlab.com
www.younginnovators.climate-kic.org
www.climate-kic.org